The vector space model (VSM) [1] , which measures the similarity between the query and each document by the weighted inner product of overlapping terms, has long been a standard in information retrieval. The VSM has its flaws, since it ignores both the order and association between terms, but it is hard to find a better method with an equivalent computational complexity. The recent development of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2] opens a promising avenue of research into methods for using term associations. LSI is a method designed to refine and improve vector space retrieval by transforming the search space to a new coordinate system that captures the most important underlying structure in the association matrix between terms and documents.
Introduction
The vector space model (VSM) [1] , which measures the similarity between the query and each document by the weighted inner product of overlapping terms, has long been a standard in information retrieval. The VSM has its flaws, since it ignores both the order and association between terms, but it is hard to find a better method with an equivalent computational complexity.
The recent development of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2] opens a promising avenue of research into methods for using term associations. LSI is a method designed to refine and improve vector space retrieval by transforming the search space to a new coordinate system that captures the most important underlying structure in the association matrix between terms and documents.
The method reduces the full term-document matrix to a small number of information-rich LSI vectors, which can then be used in a traditional retrieval model or as the basis for more advanced statistical classification algorithms. In this paper, we will examine LSI and the vector space model in a slightly different setting than that of the traditional query-based retrieval problem.
Instead of basing the analysis only on the initial query, we will assume that the user has a sample of relevant and non-relevant documents which can be used to construct an improved query. The goal is then to find the relevant documents in a new collection or the remaining relevant documents in the collection that the sample is drawn from. This task is equivalent to the routing problem used for system evaluation at the TREC retrieval conference [3] . One can also imagine this task as the second stage in a retrieval algorithm in place of the the traditional strategy of relevance feedback [4] .
Since this approach starts with an information-rich environment, we can concentrate on overcoming the problems associated with using term frequencies as the underlying variables in the retrieval model. In fact, the truncated matrix X* = D* S* T'* is the matrix of reduced rank which is most similar to X in terms of the least-squares norm.
In subsequent experiments, performance will be measured for varying numbers of LSI factors. The following section presents reasons why using a reduced number of LSI factors could be helpful for retrieval.
Advantages of LSI
Deerwester et al.
[2] describe the three major advantages of using the LSI representation with the following labels: synonymy, polysemy, and term dependence. Synonymy refers to the fact that the same underlying concept can be described using different terms. Traditional retrieval strategies have trouble discovering documents on the same topic that use a different vocabulary.
In LSI, the concept in question as well as all documents that are related to it are all likely to be represented by a similar weighted combination of indexing variables.
In essence, LSI can be described as a method for automatic query expansion. It makes use of similar information to the technique proposed by Qiu and Frei [5] , which performs query expansion using a term-term similarity matrix. Polysemy describes words that have more than one meaning, which is common property of language. Large numbers of polysemous words in the query can reduce the precision of a search significantly. By using a reduced represent at ion in LSI, one hopes to remove some "noise" from the data, which could be described as rare and less important usages of certain terms. However, using a reduced representation does not guarantee improved performance.
Since the LSI term vector is just a weighted average of the different meanings of the term, when the real meaning differs from the average meaning, LSI may actually reduce the quality of the search. The results from Figure 1 suggest that LSI improves performance when at least 100 LSI factors are included in the model. Performance decreases rapidly as the number of factors drops below that level. Performance increases gradually but levels off m the number of factors approaches 200. The performance curve for average recall rises faster, surpassing the vector space model at fewer than 80 factors and levels off by 120 factors. The best LSI model using 200 factors produces a 570 improvement in performance. The statistical significance of the differences observed in Figure 1 was judged using the Friedman test and the two-way ANOVA [14] . All LSI models with 120 factors or more are found to be significantly better than the vector space model. The Friedman test suggests that 200 factors is better than 120 when the results are evaluated using the average precision-recall curve, but otherwise no significant differences are found between using 120, 160, and 200 LSI factors.
These results are fairly consistent with those obtained by Deerwester et al. even though the querybased retrieval model relies more on query expansion than the routing problem. This is a bit surprising since query expansion is probably the most significant contribution of the LSI model. For the routing problem,
we already use a significant number of relevant documents in the query, so query expansion should not be so helpful.
Harman [15] suggests that relevance feedback can be improved by selectively choosing the most important terms to add to the query. Perhaps in the routing problem LSI performs this term selection process in reverse by eliminating the less important components from the relevant documents.
In conclusion, LSI does not greatly improve performance over the vector space model for the routing problem, although the difference is measurable.
In the next section, we examine an alternative application of LSI that can be used in conjunction with statistical classification to obtain a significant improvement in retrieval performance. 4 An improved model using LSI and statistical classification
In most retrieval models, the system ranks documents according to their inner product similarity with respect to a query. Most solutions to the routing problem use the same method, although information from known relevant and non-relevant documents is incorporated into the query construction process. Ranking documents according to their inner product similarity to a query is equivalent to applying a one-dimensional linear projection to the document space. A well-constructed query will provide a nice separation between the relevant and non-relevant documents.
In general, there is no a priori reason to believe that a good linear separation of the relevant documents exists. If only the original query is available, it is hard to imagine a better method for identifying relevant documents. However, the routing problem has far more information that can be exploited.
In particular, we can take advantage of the distribution of the relevant documents. Statistical classification methods are designed to distinguish between groups (relevant and nonrelevant) based on the distribution of the elements (documents) within each group. The general statistical classification problem can be described as follows. A population consists of two or more groups, and there exists a training sample for which the class of each element is known and a test sample for which the class is unknown.
The goal is to produce a classification rule which will predict the class of the unknown elements. The classification rule is generated from the training sample based on a number of predictor variables that have been measured for both the known and unknown populations.
The routing problem is merely a special case of the classification problem, since there are only two groups, relevant and nonrelevant.
The challenge comes in producing a good set of predictor variables.
If there are too many predictor variables, the classifier will overfit the training data, which will lead to poor results on the test data. To give an extreme example, consider using terms as predictor variables. It is likely that every relevant document in the training sample has one or more unique terms. If one uses these terms to define the classification rule, then the classifier will perfectly identify the relevant documents in the training sample, but it will have no power to discriminate over the test sample. For the routing problem, there must be significantly fewer predictor variables than relevant documents before it is possible to obtain good estimates of the parameters in the classification model. For comparison, Figure  5 shows a one-dimensional projection onto the mean of the relevant documents. Each unknown observation is classified into the group with the nearest mean vector, scaled for the shape of the covariance matrix.
For observation vectors z~and groups g; with n; known members, the mean vector ii and covariance matrix S'i are defined as:
An unknown observation lanobis distance metric:
x is classified into the group with the nearest mean vector based on the Maha-
In Figure 3 demonstrates that performance continues to improve as additional factors are added to the model} provided that the number of dimensions is less than half the number of relevant documents.
However, the improvement becomes less and less significant as more dimensions are added. If both a training and test set are available, one can estimate the optimal number of local LSI factors using cross-validation over the training set. The final results come as no surprise. TDA makes use of much more information from the sample of relevant documents than is contained in a simple one dimensional projection such as the vector mean. More information in the model translates directly into better performance.
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Conclusions and directions for future work
The vector space model has long been used as a basic framework for developing new retrieval methods. It is difficult to devise a retrieval strategy that performs better with an equivalent amount of computation. However, the vector space model has some significant problems. It assumes that terms are independent and thus ignores term associations.
Latent Semantic Indexing addresses this problem by re-expressing the term-document matrix in a new coordinate system designed to capture the most significant components -J----
